Introduction 148
Highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) virus causes avian influenza (AI), which is 149 prevalent around the world. It was first reported from a goose farm in Guangdong Province of large airborne droplets, and direct contact with infected birds [5] [6] [7] . HPAI virus causes a rapid 155 onset of severe viral pneumonia and subsequently death with 60% mortality rate [7] . According to 156 reported data, HPAI outbreaks engendered a severe economic impact on the poultry industry and 
Materials and Methods

188
Study design 189 We aimed to analyse the statistical relationships between the number of migratory wild birds 190 and meteorological data. Based on the meteorological data from one month before the observation 10 191 of migratory wild birds, we tried to find which specific meteorological factors affected their 192 number. By understanding the relation to specific factors, we can use the meteorological data one 193 month before their observation to predict their number efficiently ( Fig 2) . (Fig 3) . We followed the steps for selection of wild birds as 229 described in Fig 3. In this study, we defined wild birds fitting in these criteria as "risky birds". In Source of meteorological data 240 Open-source meteorological information is made available by the Japan Meteorological (Table 2) . This is the nearest local weather station to Futatsudate. through countries considered to have HPAI outbreaks in wild birds or domestic poultry were 16.
292
Among these, the species susceptible to HPAI viral infection were 12. There were two species of 293 wild birds without any report about susceptibility to HPAI virus, but we decided to push forward 294 those two species of wild birds to the next criterion, because of the possibility that these two species 295 could be peculiar to Miyazaki and could bring HPAI virus into Miyazaki prefecture. In the final 296 criterion, the number of wild bird species, which were highly gregarious and frequently mixing with 297 other species were 10 (Table 3) . The quantiles of the number of risky birds differed from each other (Table 4) . These values 305 for the 10 species were variable (for example, the mean value fluctuated from 7.7 to 192.2). During 306 the research period, Northern pintail was the most frequently observed bird. Meteorological factors were classified into eight groups. Of the 36 meteorological factors, 335 eleven were related to air temperature, four to precipitation, five to sunshine, four to wind speed, 336 three to humidity, three to atmospheric pressure, three to clouds, and three were related to others 337 (Table 5) . (Table 7) . To estimate the number of each 373 risky bird, we needed one meteorological factor at least and five meteorological factors some meteorological data of Miyazaki in the present month. We think that predicting 435 the number of migratory wild birds contributes to efficient preventive measure for the 436 infectious diseases derived from migratory wild birds. 437 We succeeded in identifying five meteorological factors associated with 438 migration of risky birds. These meteorological factors could be categorized into two
